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Abstract. Online Communities could be defined as environments that allow the
interaction and information exchange between their members. An inherent aspect
of Online Communities is the sociability, that regards social rules, privacy forms,
freedom of speech, confidence, among other relations that may arise from the
interaction between people. In this context, a heuristic, named SVCoP was
proposed in order to analyze the sociability in Virtual Communities of Practice.
As the potential of the aforementioned heuristic towards evaluating other types
of online community was being noticed, in the present paper, an analysis of its
application in VLEs and on Social Networks is performed. The SVCoP is
composed by 46 questions that evaluate sociability aspects of the community
related to the purpose, policies, members, knowledge, abilities, behavior, commu‐
nication, coordination, cooperation, perception and decision-making. From the
evaluation performed, the heuristic aspects were classified according to their
occurrence and application for each type of community.

Keywords: Heuristic · Online communities · Virtual comunities of practice ·
Virtual Learning Environments · Social Networks · Sociability

1 Introduction

The evolution of knowledge may take place individually, however, not as much as in
groups. The reason why it occurs is that people interaction, namely sharing ideas and
opinions, results in enhanced knowledge [26]. [12] states that “collaboration completes
individual capacity, knowledge, and efforts”.

In a collaboration environment, the interaction elements should offer resources to
instigate group activities in order to mitigate difficulties and facilitate people interaction
[7]. Online communities may be defined as tools that allow people to interact and
exchange information between users via computers connected to the Internet [10].
According to [21], people in online communities, sharing a sole purpose, access a
computer’s system with policies. [21] also states that in online communities, users are
able to socially interact with people, which satisfies their needs, performing roles,
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sharing information and interests through pre-established rules which guide interper‐
sonal relationship along with support and leverage of computers.

Therefore, a concern regarding sociability, intrinsic to online communities, takes
place. Sociability refers to the gathering of people, which generates purposes and prac‐
tices in which individuals share a sole interest and establish several relations (harmonic
and conflicting), thus, individuals always acquire knowledge on capabilities and contri‐
butions one another [23].

In this context, this paper presents the classification of a heuristic, initially proposed
to an evaluation of sociability within virtual communities of practice (VCoPs), though
presenting potential for evaluating other types of online communities. The aspects of
the heuristic were classified in accordance with their importance and occurrence in each
type of community. In this research, the following online communities were taken into
account for heuristic classification: Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs), Social
Networks and VCoPs.

2 Online Communities and Sociability

Collaborative systems are places that may provide learning, which could be understood
as the possibility of building knowledge not only in group, but also democratically, along
with cognitive autonomy [2].

Online communities, which is seen as a taxonomy in collaborative systems, are tools
which provide interaction and collaboration. [22] states that the goal of online tools is
to engage people to communicate and interact with other people as they were physically
present. [22] also affirms that the coordination happen when people work together, and
talk between one another sounding commands, so others are aware of the way they are
progressing.

In this line, [12] developed the 3C model, which is based on the following premise:
aiming the collaboration, individuals should exchange information (communication),
organize themselves (coordination), and operate in ground within a shared space (coop‐
eration). The perception is generated by interactions which take place in the group,
leveraging all the collaboration. [22] stresses that the perception is essential to the inde‐
pendent tasks, in which the activity result of a person is necessary in order to others to
be able to perform their tasks. [1] defines perception as the a person’s “knowledge” about
the state of a shared computational environment, for instance, the knowledge on other
people that share their interactions with the workspace, worked concepts, tasks and status
of shared artifacts.

[13] describes that the social interaction is considered the main factor which influ‐
ence in the collaboration in groups and in learning performances to such groups.
According to [8], the collaborative learning is provided through the interaction which
pushes involved people to act jointly and thus, a sharing feeling is created, which favors
the continuous change and the improvement of group knowledge. [7] states that, in order
to support the interaction and the collaboration, several tools become necessary. The
main tools are: chat, e-mail, discussion lists, forums, instant messages, audio conference,
video conference, and multi user editor.
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Facing the online communities’ scenario, sociability is a theme which deserves great
attention by the software designers. According to [4], verifying and characterizing as
the software designers deal with sociability on their interfaces has become a relevant
research question in order to not only improve existing systems, but also to develop
solutions that leverage social interaction [4]. According to [21], sociability refers to
social rules, privacy, freedom of speech, trust, among other aspects which rise along
with interaction.

Online communities need to present satisfactory sociability in order to ensure that
their goals are reached. [20] stresses that social softwares which present satisfactory
sociability are those containing established policies, people, and rules, in which: the
purpose refers to the interests, needs, information and shared services by the social
software users; people are members whose goals is to interact between one another,
approaching the purpose that motivates themselves; and finally, the rules regards the
language and protocols which govern people interaction.

There are some types of online communities, among them: Virtual Learning Envi‐
ronments (VLEs), Social Networks and Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoPs). The
aforementioned communities are described in the following section:

2.1 Sociability and VLEs

VLEs are cyberspaces where communication between participants could happen
anywhere, anytime, one to one, one to many, and many to many [17]. In such spaces,
collaborative learning may occur, which in the opinion of [8], is provided through the
interaction that drives involved individuals to act jointly and thus, a sharing feeling is
created, which favors constant change and improvement of the group knowledge.

Learning environments are strongly interactive and hold a synchronicity aspect of
what happens in real time. Interaction between different knowledge levels, decision-
making in groups, and the accomplishment of joint tasks not only facilitate learning, but
also the knowledge development [16]. EVAs enable people to cohabit along with diver‐
sity of view points, to dialogue, decision making and to produce knowledge, moreover,
to express thoughts and feelings [19]. An EVA is a space where an individual, interacting
with knowledge objects, becomes the learning process core.

Knowledge is seen as a social construct, and therefore, the educational process is
favored by the social participation in such environments, that encourages interaction,
collaboration and evaluation. According to [16], the basic elements of the collaborative
learning are:

• Group interdependence: students aim to proceed and should work efficiently in group
in order to achieve it;

• Interaction: improve students competency when working in teams;
• Conflicting opinions: activities should be elaborated in order to encourage collabo‐

ration, instead of competition;
• Evaluation: methods of independent evaluation are based on question games, exer‐

cises, observations regarding the group interaction and ***hetero-evaluation.
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An EVA is an open and flexible environment, thus, its expansion takes place due to
the high production of information and knowledge built by individual and groups
distributed geographically. Such environment develop and socialize knowledge in
several ways, not only via software, but also interfaces, hypertexts, and other media [24].

Sociability in EVAs is given as the professor’s capacity of making social bonds with
other professors and especially with students through synchronous interaction and commu‐
nication (chats, instant messages) and asynchronous (mail, discussion forum) [9].

The cyberculture has promoted new possibilities of socialization and learning via
EVAs. [3] reports that it is not possible to implement programs which allow interactivity,
autonomy, learning to learn and the sociability promotion. According to [3], several
strategies are utilized to reach the learning objective. For instance, the perception and
sociability strategies, which are disposed through the content of a certain group.

2.2 Sociability in Social Networks

Online social networks allow people grouping who hold common interests [5].
According to [23], such spaces are composed by two elements: actors and relationships
which actors develop between one another. There are several types of social networks,
however, a similarity among them is the fact that the user has a profile, so it is possible
to visualize their friends’ network [5].

Online relationships networks aim to encourage human relations through technology
[15]. Such networks gather people who wish to communicate and interact, namely, they
look for shared purposes. Each network has a set of policies and rules [21]. Social
networks are big flow channels in the circulation of information, links, values and social
speeches, which has been enlarging, delimiting, and merging territories [15]. Interaction
is a condition for the social construction of such networks. The most important elements
for the relationship to be kept in such networks are: motivation, available time and
involvement of people around these discussions, permanency, and technical grasp
aiming the utilization of resources and communication establishments [15].

2.3 Sociability in VCoPs

The expression “Community of Practice” is defined as a group of people who share an
interest or passion towards a subject and aim to interact regularly in order to improve
their knowledge about the aforementioned subject [28]. VCoP regards a group of people
sharing common interests via a virtual environment. In a VCoP, through the practice
and exchange of experiences, not only acquiring knowledge becomes achievable, but
also finding and reaching problems’ solutions in a shorter amount of time compared to
regular individual processes.

The main goal of Communities of Practices (CoPs) is the sociability promotion,
participants’ competency development, and the generation and exchange of knowledge
[6]. According to [27], a CoP characterizes itself by the following aspects: community,
members, competency, collaboration, decision-making, and CoP’s resources.

[28] states that a CoP is a group of people who share an interest or passion by a
certain subject and aim to interact regularly in order to improve their knowledge about
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the aforementioned subject. The construction of knowledge occurs during the collabo‐
ration within these communities, via the exchange of experiences, observations and
simulation of specific skills, which are intrinsic to every participant.

3 Heuristics Application Methodology

The heuristic of the sociability evaluation is titled SVCoP and is composed by 46 ques‐
tions, structured in five axes: (i) Community - Purpose and Policies; (ii) Members; (iii)
Competency - Knowledge, Skills and Behavior; (iv) Collaboration - Communication,
Coordination, Cooperation and Perception and (v) Decision Making. The SVCoP was
structured based on the following researches: [22], which describe directives towards
guiding the development of heuristics focusing on the sociability aspect; [27], who
presents a series of concepts of a CoP, including main elements and their inter-relations;
and [11], who includes in their research the 3C Collaboration Model. In [14] the SVCoP
is described with more details. Figure 1 presents the conceptual structure of the SVCoP
heuristic.

Fig. 1. Conceptual structure of the SVCoP heuristic

The SVCoP is organized as follows:

• “Community” refers to the domain, objective, composition, and cultural diversity of
the CoP. It connects to the concepts of [21], in the second level. “Purpose” regards
the reason why a member pertains to the VCoP and “Policies” are records and codes
which guide interpersonal within VCoP.
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• “Members” are people of the CoP holding their personal roles and characteristics.
“Members” refers to characteristics of the people in the community and their roles.

• “Competency” is defined as a set of resources provided to be acquired by an actor,
in the second level of the tree. The resources to acquire the competency are “knowl‐
edge”, which refers to acquiring theoretical information on a certain subject, “skills”
regards the capacity of an actor to perform in practice and behavior conceptualizes
in the fashion an actor behaves in a group or in certain situation.

• “Collaboration” groups concepts of “communication”, “coordination”, “coopera‐
tion” and “perception” cited by [11] and the 3C Collaboration Model, which is present
in the second level. This model is based on the following premise: in order to establish
collaboration, a junction of communication, coordination, cooperation and percep‐
tion is required.

• “Decision making” refers to the available resources for such, involved actors and
utilized strategies.

The heuristic presents parameters to the verification of aspects’ occurrence in the
community. The parameters vary from −1 to 2 as follows: (−1) Do not apply; (0) No
occurrence, the aspect is not identified in the community; (1) Partial occurrence, the
aspect is identified in an unsatisfactory way in the community; (2) Satisfactory occur‐
rence, the aspect occurs satisfactorily in the community.

The classification of the heuristic involved four steps: (i) Selection of online
communities which would be evaluated; (ii) Selection of evaluators according to the
required profile (online community users and specialists in IHC); (iii) Application of
the heuristic in the evaluation of online communities (EVAs and Social Networks),
performed in an individual fashion by each one of the evaluators; (iv) Outcome analysis
aiming the heuristic classification.

Two EVAs and three social networks were chosen for evaluation. Information
Systems and Computer Science students and professors of the State University of
Southern Parana, totalizing sixty-two people, distributed according to their familiarity
towards online communities.

After performing the evaluations, by sixty-two evaluators, the aspects that does not
apply to certain types of online communities were identified. For the classification, not
only the parameters “Do not apply” and “No occurrence” demonstrated evidence of the
aspect not being pertinent to such type of online community. However, the aspect “No
occurrence” may also indicate that the community could not present satisfactory soci‐
ability. Thus, the study on the characteristics of each type of online community was
added to the evaluation in order to better identify the not pertinent aspects.

3.1 Results and Discussion

From the evaluations performed on the SVCoP, the heuristic aspects that would not
apply to certain type of online community may be noticed. In addition, another important
observation was the identification of the sociability aspects that are not satisfactorily
present in the evaluated communities.
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The evaluators are users, who were chosen by their availability and familiarity with
the online communities. There were 31 evaluators regarding the VLEs, and 31 regarding
Social Networks. As the SVCoP was firstly developed towards VCoPs, such is not eval‐
uation again, once their aspects were already validated in [14].

Table 1. Most outstanding SVCoP heuristic aspects in the evaluation of VLEs

Axes Aspects NA NO OP % NA e NO % NO e OP
Purpose The title and content commu‐

nicate satisfactorily the
purpose of the community,
thus, people are willing to
participate of the
community?

1 3 17 12,9 64,5

Policies If there are commercial trans‐
actions in the community, is
there a declaration that
assures the safety of the
user’s’ credit card data?

20 9 2 93,5 35,5

Is there any way of complaint
regarding the cases in which
the community is incorrectly
used?

15 10 5 80,6 48,4

Is it established any type of
punishment in case the
community is incorrectly
used?

13 13 4 83,9 54,8

Behavior Does the community allow the
evaluation of members’
satisfaction?

10 12 3 71,0 48,4

Communication Can I express myself the way I
wish in the community?

12 13 3 80,6 51,6

Is there a protocol (rules)
towards the communication
in the community?

15 6 8 67,7 45,2

Cooperation Is there disclosure of events
that encourage people to
cooperate and return regu‐
larly to the community?

11 10 7 67,7 54,8

Perception Are people able to view what
other people are doing in the
community?

9 13 8 71,0 67,7

Decision making Does the community promote
mechanisms regarding deci‐
sion-making?

13 13 3 83,9 51,6

Tables 1 and 2 show the most outstanding heuristic aspects to the VLEs and Social
Networks. The NA column represents the number of answers “Do not apply”, the NO
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column represents the number of answers “No occurrence”, the OP column represents
the number of answers “Partial occurrence”, the % NA and NO column represents the
percentage of the sum of the columns NA and NO, finally, the % NO and OP column
indicates the percentage of the sum of the columns NO and OP.

The present analysis has taken into account that in case a evaluated heuristic aspect
does not occur in the community, such aspect may not apply to the respective type of
community, or the respective community may present a sociability problem. Therefore,
understanding that the answers “No occurrence” may also point out that the evaluation
aspect do not apply for such type of community, these answers were summed to the
answers “Do not apply” and the percentage regarding the total of evaluations (column
% NA and NO) was obtained. Likewise, in order to analyze the aspects presenting bigger
sociability problems, the answers “No occurrence” and “Partial occurrence” (column %
NO and OP) were summed.

Table 1 demonstrates the heuristic aspects that shows more percentage for the
%NA e NO column or for the % NO and OP column to the VLEs.

Once all the answers were compiled, it was observed that, to the VLEs (Table 1),
the heuristic aspect that could present the biggest evidence of not applying to the
community was related to the commercial transaction. Other aspects that do not apply
to this community, to the answers, are related to the ways of complaint and punishment
for the incorrect use of the community; the possible ways of expression in the
community; and the mechanisms of decision making. However, analyzing the charac‐
teristics of VLEs, it is observed that commercial transactions may occur, once events

Table 2. SVCoP heuristic aspects of more featured on Social Networks evaluation

Axes Aspects NA NO OP % NA e NO % NO e OP
Politicies Are the policies of use largely

published?
0 6 19 19,4 80,6

In professional groups of
discussion, are there copy‐
rights’ statement?

10 13 6 74,2 61,3

Cooperation Does the community allow the
use of pre-elaborate
messages in order to users to
be able to exchange during
the conversation?

3 19 5 71,0 77,4

Perception Are people able to visualize
what other people are doing
in the community?

0 6 16 19,4 71,0

Does the community present
the user’s function?

10 11 5 67,7 51,6

Decision making Does the community promote
mechanisms regarding deci‐
sion-making?

10 9 4 61,3 41,9

Is there any specialist with
specific knowledge towards
decision-making?

15 9 5 77,4 45,2
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are promoted in such environments, several materials are provided, among others. The
VLEs could establish types of decision making (which learners opine towards the event
type, evaluation, research, among others) and also protocols, including rules, punish‐
ments and types of complaint regarding the incorrect use of the community in order to
reach its goal.

The compilation of answers also allowed identifying bigger problems regarding
sociability within such environments. The aspects that may not occur satisfactorily in
VLEs are related to: lack of identification to the purpose of community; absence of ways
to punish the incorrect use of community; absence of events which stimulate coopera‐
tion; and lack of perception towards other peoples’ actions in the environment.

Table 2 shows, to Social Networks, heuristic aspects which presented the biggest
percentages to the %NA and NO column or to the %NO and OP column.

To Social Networks (Table 2), the heuristic aspects point out the most of not applying
to such type of community are related to: declaring copyright; users’ roles and decision
making. Regarding the amplitude and features of Social Networks, it appears that it is
hard to provide mechanisms to the declaration of copyrights in case of disclosure of
contents. Furthermore, the fact that users may not hold different roles and an explicit
coordination on the network may not exist is observed, which decharacterizes the exis‐
tence of a specialist moderator for the decision-making in the environment.

However, regarding sociability, it appears that the aspects presenting the biggest
problems were associated to: concealment of policies of use; unavailability of pre-
elaborated messages for conversation and the unsatisfactory perception of action that
are being conducted by people.

4 Conclusion

In the present paper an analysis on the SVCoP heuristic (first developed in order to
evaluate the sociability in VCoPs) as your application in other types of online
community, the VLEs and the Social Networks was conducted.

The SVCoP containing 46 questions, organized in five aspects (Community,
Members, Competency, Collaboration and Decision Making) was applied by 62 users
who evaluated three Social Networks and two VLEs.

Once the answers analysis and the verification of characteristics of online commun‐
ities were concluded, we found that the SVCoP heuristic also applies to VLEs and to
Social Networks, once, of 46 evaluation aspects, the majority are pertinents to such
environments.

Based on the evaluators’ answers regarding “Do not apply” and “No occurrence”,
only five elements pointed out evidences of not applying to VLEs. However, none was
considered not applicable by the majority evaluators. The item that obtained the biggest
number of answers “Do not apply”, referring to commercial transactions in the
community, reached 64,5 %. On the other hand, to social networks, only three elements
pointed out evidences of not applying to such environments, taking into account that the
answer which obtained the biggest percentage of “Do not apply”, referring to decision
making, reached 48,4 %.
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From the application of the heuristic, the sociability aspects that are not satisfactory
within such communities are verified. In the VLEs, a lack of attractively took place as
the community purpose was given; lack of punishment forms towards the incorrect use
of users within the community; absence of events which stimulate cooperation; and
finally, lack of perception towards other peoples’ actions in the environment. On the
other hand, in Social Networks, the weakest points were the lack of disclosure of policies
of use; the unavailability of pre-elaborated messages for the conversation between
members and the unsatisfactory perception towards actions performed by other users in
the community.

As future work, we aim to perform new evaluations in order to reinforce the results
hereby achieved and also to verify the application of the heuristic on other types of online
communities.
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